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JOHN SMART (British, 1741–1811)

Portrait of a Man
c. 1776
Graphite and wash on laid paper; rectangular, 7.5 x 6.6 cm (3 x 21/ 2 in.)
Signature: none; inscribed on paper backing in graphite upside down
at upper left: 196; in graphite on slant at center: Sir[?] / John / Lester
and 11; inscribed on back of paper beneath paper backing in graphite
at bottom: Mr De [G?]iaf . . .; in brown ink from top to bottom:
Scarlet Coat
. . . der Bottom [or possibly button] . . .
green waistcoat
. . . racelet & Spring
[deli]vrd to Mr. Hall . . .
Provenance
Until 1811
John Smart (1741–1811); by inheritance to
Sarah Smart (1781–1853), daughter of the
artist by Sarah Midgeley.1

1877–1928
Mrs. Lange; by inheritance to her brother,
Sir Edward Smirke.

1811–c. 1853
Sarah Smart.

1928
Purchased by Leo Schidlof (1886–1966,
Paris) at Christie’s (London) sale, December
10 (lot 8).2

c. 1853
Gift to Mary Smirke (d. 1853, Slough); by
inheritance to her brother, Sydney Smirke
(1798–1877).
1853–77
Sydney Smirke; by inheritance to his
daughter Mrs. Lange (née Smirke, d. 1928).
1 Following his first marriage, John Smart had
two children out of wedlock with Sarah Midgeley:
John (1776–1809) and Sarah (1781–1853).

1928
Sir Edward Smirke.

Setting: 1929 square metal frame with narrow border of white enamel
around outer edge
The Edward B. Greene Collection, 1941.570

1930
Purchased by Edward B. Greene (1878–
1957, Cleveland) from Leo Schidlof for £50
($250.00) in summer; gift to the Cleveland
Museum of Art, December 5, 1941.
1941
The Cleveland Museum of Art.

2 Called “Sir John Lester” and mounted in a
frame with five other miniatures including “Sir
Garwen Carew”; “Mr. Batson”; “Mr. Fitzherbert”;
“Eleanor of Spain”; and “Mr. Jones.”

Exhibitions
1904
Moncorvo House, London, Royal Amateur
Art Society Exhibition of Miniatures,
March 5–8 (possibly).
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ALTHOUGH IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to say whether or not it was
always part of the artist’s process to execute a preparatory sketch prior
to painting each miniature, we do know that John Smart retained
many hundreds of these sketches. A group of preparatory sketches—of
which this portrait is one—descended through the Smirke family after
Smart’s daughter Sarah gave a sketchbook containing preparatory
portrait studies to her friend Mary Smirke, sister of the celebrated
Victorian architect Sydney Smirke. This book was probably broken
up around 1877 when its contents was divided between Sydney’s
daughters Mary Jemmett and Mrs. Lange, whose portions were both
sold at auction in 1928.
G. C. Williamson was the first to suggest that Smart’s sketches
were well known and that they were preparatory studies for the
3
painted miniatures. Williamson listed the names of sitters from
the sketches known to him at the time, and they include Sir John
Lester, the title formerly given to the sketch here. This designation
was applied only to a paper backing that had been attached after the
drawing had been removed from the sketchbook (fig. 1). There is no
further evidence for this attribution, however. This sketch presents
only the sitter’s head, with a slight suggestion of a high stock collar.
His head faces to the left, and his light hair is combed straight
back with a flat curl above the right ear. He has gray eyes, and the
background is unpainted. The work can be dated to around 1776
because of its size, which, when painted on ivory, would have been
around 2 inches in height.
An inscription on the back of the drawing was discovered when
the paper backing was removed in 1993 (fig. 2). It is a fragment of a
larger inscription, from which it has been cut. It is partly illegible but
suggests that the work was intended to be set in a bracelet, and it gives
some information about how the sitter was to appear in the finished
miniature, including the description “scarlet coat . . . green waistcoat.”
This combination of colors might seem almost flashy, but it appears

Figure 1. Conservation photograph showing the
verso of the drawing before the backing was
removed.

Figure 2. Verso of drawing showing inscription.

3 George Charles Williamson, The Miniature Collector (New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1921), p. 146.
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elsewhere in Smart’s work (fig. 3). These details seem to have been
written in Smart’s hand, while the graphite inscription below—“Mr.
De [?]”—was probably written later in another hand.
Miniatures expert Arthur Jaffé remarked in 1948 that this
portrait probably depicted John Lester of Poole, Dorset, who was
4
knighted in 1802. However, this identity was based solely on the
inscription on the later paper backing that Jaffé did not have the
opportunity to see removed to reveal the inscription in Smart’s
hand on the back of the drawing itself. There are no portraits of Sir
John Lester known, and to this date, the finished ivory for which
this preparatory sketch was presumably undertaken has not been
discovered. cory korkow

Figure 3. Portrait of a Gentleman, 1779. John
Smart. Watercolor on ivory; h. 3.8 cm (11/2 in.).
From Important Gold Boxes, Objects of Vertu
and Portrait Miniatures (London: Christie’s,
3 June 2003), p. 37, lot 77. Current location
unknown.

4 See correspondence from Arthur Jaffé dated 30 April 1948, as documented in the CMA curatorial
file. Jaffé was assuming that the designation “Lester” given in the 1928 Smirke sale at Christie’s,
London, was correct, and the reason for that identification is unknown.
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